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NSS Unit of SGND Khalsa college organized orientation program on 4th December 2021 at 4pm via Google 

Meet for the students to provide them knowledge related to NSS, its programs and activities that are 

conducted.  

The event started with our hosts Harmanjeet Singh and Himanshu Sharma welcomed the participants. A total 

of 101 volunteers attended the program, most of them where from 1st and 2nd year. The orientation program 

commenced with the Dr. Deepmala , NSS Programme Officer addressing the virtual gathering. Followed by a 

presentation was presented before the participants to impart the knowledge related to NSS. Himanshu 

Sharma, a NSS Volunteer with the help of  presentation explained about what is NSS what is its motto, 

importance of the NSS, followed by telling them about events and activities that were conducted by NSS such 

as Road Safety Awareness Campaign, Webinar on Learn how to Balance Logical & Creative Mind, Covid 19 

Awareness And Management Session, and Plantation Drive etc. Consequently, he explained how NSS will help 

them with their personality development such as they will learn new skills, their leadership skills and 

democratic attitude will be developed and how their knowledge will be come to practical use while solving 

various communal problems and that they will develop competence used in sharing responsibilities, for team 

spirit and they will also develop a sense of civic and social responsibilities in a community. In the end, he 

elucidated about the expectation of NSS from its volunteers. Eventually, core team of NSS briefed them with 

basic information such as years that volunteers should give to NSS and the certificate they will get after the 

completion two dedicated years, the benefits of that certificate. With this a small Q/A session was carried out 

where all the participants asked their questions and clarified their doubts. The event ended with our Convener 

and NSS Program Officer Dr. Deepmala's vote of thanks.  

We are looking forward towards having such successful events in the future. 



 

                                           

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 


